Some confusion frequently arises between random pro cesses that are periodic, those that exhibit cyclosta tionarity, and others. A simple formulation is pre sented that makes the distinction clear in terms of two dimensional spectra of these processes.
A SECOND ORDER CHARACTERIZATI ON OF RANDOM PROCESSES
The autocorrelation function for a general discrete ran dom process x[n] is defined as An equivalent definition that will be useful here however, is To make a distinction between these two quantities, (2) will be referred to as the time-dependent (auto )correlation function. When x[n] is stationary (2) does not depend on n and we write the function simply as Rx [l] .
The "2-D spectral density function" will be defined as the two-dimensional Fourier transform: This quantity, which is real and nonnegative only on the w axis, can be used to distinguish several important types of processes.
First, for a wide sense stationary random process Rx [n; l) does not depend on n. Therefore S ; D (A, w) has the form S;D (A ,W) = Sx (e JW) 2 11"6p(A)
where Sx(eJW) is the usual power spectral density func tion for the. process and 6p represents a continuous im pulse train which is periodic with period 211". 
Thus for a periodic random process the time-dependent correlation function is periodic in both arguments, while for a cyclostationary process it is periodic only in its first argument (since kl = ko). Therefore the 2-D spec tral density of a periodic process is discrete (consists only of impulses) in both variables A and w, while that of a cyclostationary process is discrete in A but in gen eral is continuous or mixed in w. These various cases are depicted in Fig 
ILLUSTRATION OF SIGNAL MODELS
Often, a given physical signal can be described by a choice of models. The following examples illustrate processes that are periodic; periodic and stationary; cy clostationary; and stationary (but not periodic). They correspond to the four cases illustrated in Fig.1 (but not in the same order).
Consider a random process defined by
where A is a zero-mean random variable and 9 is as sumed to be fixed (not random). The time-dependent correlation function is easily shown to be (12
Since the function is periodic in both arguments, the random process is periodic (and therefore also CYclosta tionary). It is clearly not stationary, however, since the correlation function depends on n. The 2-D spectral density function is the Fourier transform of the above correlation function, and consists of four impulses:
+e'29 cp(w -wo ) cp('\ -2wo) + e-3296p(W + wo)6p ( '\ + 2wo))
IThis formula assumes a nonsymmetric definition for the cyclic correlation function . If a symmetric definition is used, S:(w) becomes S:(w -'lro ).
The impulses appearing off of the w axis indicate that the process is not stationary. Now suppose we chan g e our assumption and let the phase fJ be a uniformly distributed random variable.
Then in takin g the expectation, the second term in the expression for the correlation function goes to zero and leaves with corresponding 2-D spectral density function which has only impulses only on the w axis. Notice that this function is periodic in n but not (in general) periodic in l. The process is thus cydostation ary. The corresponding 2-D spectral density S �D(.�,W) = '11" /2 (So(e' Cw -Wa» + So ( e'CW+Wa» ) 6" (A) +'11" /2 e '26 So ( e 'C w-wa»c5,, (A -2wo) +'II" / 2 e-J26 S a ( e'Cw+Wa»c5,, (A + 2wo) which is similar to that depicted in Fig. l (b) , exhibits spectral components at discrete non-zero values of A that characterize a cyclostationary random process.
Finally, consider the same process, but where fJ is ass umed to be a uniformly distributed random variable.
In this case the correlation function for x[n] reduces to R..,[n; l] = �Ra[l] cos(wol) which corresponds to a (nonperiodic) stationary ran dom process. The 2-D spectral density is g iven by which has components off the w axis.
This example also illustrates the well known fact that any cyclostationary process can be made station 
HIGHER ORDER CHARACTERIZATION
The observations reported above extend directly to higher order characterization of random processes. We define the time-dependent cumulant of order M, as2
For a periodic process this function is perio9,ic in all of its ar g uments, while for a process that exhibits hi g her order cyclostationarity [3] it is periodic or almost pe riodic only in the variable n. For a stationary process C£M) is independent of n. Therefore the.higher order spectral density function S�D(A,WloW2"" ,W M -l), de fined as the multidimensional Fourier transform of the cumulant, exhibits properties analo g ous to those for the second order case. 2We discuss the real case only since the complex case has no standard definition. However it is clear that the general results apply when some of the variables are conjugated.
